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1'1.1 Ceneral types of magnetographs 10J
Solar magnvtographs using a spectrograph tot' 3pectra.L isolatica and
photomultiplier tubes as detectors atave been in use since they were
introduced in 1932 by Kuipenhauer and Eabcock. Many refinements in
recent maenetoeraphs include Zeeman compensation (Evana), measure-
ment: of transverse magnetic fields, and use of multichannel detec-
tors (Livingston).
A new approach was taken by Leiehton in which film is used as the
detector and two spectroheliLogranis are photographically subtracted.
The instrument being described here uses a filter for spectral iso-
lation and a television camera :or sensor.
1.2 A filter cragnetograph
Since the use of a filter for measurement of magnetic fields is re-
latively recent, it is perhaps useful to explore its potential as a
magnetograph as well as its drawbacks which must be taken into ac-
count by any design meant to exploit its potential..
An obvious drawback is that optical t'ilters do not have as narrow
a bandpass as can be obtained with a spectrograph. 14sarthermore,
• the pas3band is not as clean nor as tuneable although the state-
of-the-art in optical filters is rapidly improving in all three
areas. Several advantaues are obvious also. The use of filter
and filtergrams have made possible real time monitoring of the sun
and observation of short-lived phenomena which would not be possi-
ble with only spectrographs and spectr--heliograms.
1.3 Design goals
In the design of the present ma;netograph the purpose Etas to obtain
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high performance and quick: and easy data reduction.
1.4 Analysis of an idealized magnetograph
As in most designs the aims conflict in that to improve one aspect,
such as time resolution, results in worse results in another aspect,
such as sensitivity. One must then make certain trade-offs, which
for actual systems are difficult to predict in advance. One can,
however, calculate such trade-off:_- 'f one leaves the real world and
considers a somewhat idealized ► --,,netograph. The idealized system
we shall consider consists of a telescope with au objective lens area
A and given efficiency. Spectral isolation of band7,ridth XBW we will
assume to be small compared to the width of the spectral line being
used. The optical sensor we shall assume to be photon noise limited,
so that in measuring the intensity differences between the polarized
light, the uncertainty is proportional to the square root o f the in-
tensity or the number of photons detected during the time of the mea-
surement.
The sensitivity (or uncertainty) of a magnetic measi-.rement, AB, de-
pends upon the slope and g-factor of the spectral. line used. Once
this is given then one can determine how the sensitivity depends up-
on other parameters of the telescope system and their effect upon
sensitivity can be predicted from their effect on the number of pho-
tons detected per meas•-rement.
1.5 Figure of merit
If a = the area of a resolution element
n = the number of such resolution element per raster scan
T = the time required to scan the n elements, then for a given
idealized magnetograph the factor n (A B) -2T-1a-1 remains an invar-
iant for a single point detector. If n, T, or a are changed in any
way then AB increases or decreases to keep the factor constant. Be-
cause of this fact it seems to be a good candidate for a figure of
merit. It is proportional to the product Ae where A is the area of
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the objective lens and a the overall efficiency of the system. If
•	 the magnetograph hal N data channels instead of a single yA n4 de-
tector then one has the relationship
Figure of Merit =
	 n2	 a AeN (for a photon-noise limi•t.ed
(® B) T a
	 magnetograph)
Several remarks can be made about this figure of merit. First of
all, it does not tell the whole story since it leaves out of con-
sideration the ability to measure other important solar phenomena
such as Doppler shifts. Versatility or ease in being able to vary
n, T, and a is also not considered. Nevertheless, it does show the
trade-offs in the idealized case.
	 .
1.6 Factors which determine the performance figure
That the performance figure should be proportional to the product
Ae is not surprising since the photon rate per unit solar area de-
tected'by the system increases linearly with these two quantities.
The presence of N in the product emphasizes the great potential of
multi-channel magnetographs. For example, having t yro channels in
place of one should give as much improvement in performance as re-
placing the objective lens with one with twice the area. Our ap-
proach has been to strive to increase N to the largest possible
value end if necessary later increase A and e.
1.7 Scanning mode
Increasing N, however, places certain restrictions on the system.
A typical Babcock magnetograph uses a single point detector (photo-
multiplier tube) and spectrograph with a scanning mechanism to cover
the array of resolution elements under study. For purposes of illus-
tration let us consider a 200 x 200 array. If a number of single point
detectors are used simultaneously then one can no longer compensate
for (and hence measure) the Doppler velocities at each point. This is
the case whenever N is greater than one.
The solar ma& xtograpii at Kitt Peak has an N - 40 by the use of 40
pairs of phototubes. 711 i s is used to s(-an the iringe in a mode which
might be called a slit scan as opposed to a single lx-,int scan. Five
scans of such an instrument would scan the ?CO x 200 element area.
A photographic method developed by Leighton and used at the Atcrospace
Solar Observatory also uses a slit scan producing twu spectrohe-lio-
grams in opposite polarity light which when subtracted yield m3gne-
togram:,.	 This instrur,ent can have an effective N as high as 1000.
`1'he other scan mode is used to detect photons simultaneously in a
latent image, and in this way get an effective 11 = 40,000 for the
example above. Only a filter can be used in this scan mode, riot a
spectrograph.
1.8 Detector requirement
k
To detect a two-dimensionsl image with each resolution elem•crit being;
sampled simultaneously requires the use of film or a television-type
ima'c sensor. To use film has several drawbacks. Since the exposure
time s usually short cc iinared t,,) the time interval between frames,
this Dicans that the tirne averaE:c-d efficiency is greatly reduced.
Subtraction photographically is tediour, and time consuming and aver-
aging of many photographs is riot practical.
Television, on the other 'land, gives a siE;nal in real time that is
readily manipulated, subtracted, and averaged but the targets of
television camera tubes can st ?re the effects of only a limited num.-
F
ber of photons before aturat'on. Thus if the photon rate (and thus
figure of merit) is to be large, then the scanning rate must be high
and that raearis a very high data rate. For example, standard rates
are several MHz, and the amount of storage capacity required is con-
siderable.
Two approaches are possible: analog and digital. Using analog sub-
traction and storage sEts a limit .o the signal-to-noise ratio (and
thus sensitivity) attainable since any analog storage has its own
t
•noise added.on. We therefore have designed for a digital system
which is noise free once the data becomes digital, and there is no
limit to the enhancement possible by use of signal averaging as far	 .
as the digital storage and processing is concerned. The possibility
of doing digital calculations on the final data was another reason
to aim for digital processing.
1.9 Storage and processing requirement
Digital data processing of digital data at video speed places a very
,stringent requirement on computing equipment. It must be very fast,
and have large storage capacity. To digitize the incoming data and
store on digital magnetic tape is out of the question because the
data rate is 4 million bits per second, and the data rates for digi-
tal magnetic tape are of the order of 40 thousand bits per second.
This means that 100 tape units would have to be going simultaneous-
ly filling a 20C'-'ft. reel of magnetic tape each three seconds result-
ing in 9,600 tapes in eight hours; clearly impossible, and that would
be only to store the data, not analyze it.
To compute with it in real time would be much faster than storing it,
but even still only the very largest and fastest (and therefore most
costly) general purpose computers would be capable of such speeds and
that was out of the question because of cost. A special purpose com-
puter seethed called for, consisting of central processor, and memory
which was fast enough, large enough: and low enough in cost.
1.10 High speed, large capacity, low cost memory
The solution to the high speed, large capacity, and low cost memory
appeared to be to use a digital disk or drum with a large number of
heads. Disks and druvas are used for slow, mass storage of data, but
it seeried possible to use them in a sequential mode for data storage
and retrieval at a very high rate. Although no one had used disks
or drum's in this way and simultaneously reading and crriting is not
done with the same disk or drum, there seemed to be no reason it
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could not be made to work so detailed plans were made using a disk
In this vay. The speed attained was 250 n.s. per addition or sub-
'	 traction of a 16 bit value in which the data is read off one set
of tracks added to and replaced onto another set of tracks. The
cost of the disk we used contained about 9 million bits at a cost
of about $0.004 per bit compared with the cost of magnetic core
memories of about $0.10 per bit.
It turned out that using a digital disk also elloired several other
features which would be impossible with magnetic core memory.
2. Principles of operation
2.1 Zeeman differences
In measurement of the longitudinal magnetic field of the sun, light
from the portion of the sun under study is passed through a narrow
band filter which is in one wing of the Fe 15324A line with a pass-
band that is small compared to the line width. That particular line
was chosen because it had a relatively large g-factor of 1.5 and was
wider than the narrowest of optical filters available. Another possi-
ble choice was a very similar line at.5233A.
The soles image is formed on the photocathode of a television tube
which is scanned while the video output is digitized at approximate-
ly 40,000 points forming a 200 x 200 digital array. In this way the
television image reflects the brightness digitally. When a certain
point of the array comes from a region,of the sun which has a longi-
tudinal magnetic field, then Zeeman effect produces circular polari-
zation and splits'the line proportional to the magnetic field. This
increases the light intensity of that Wint in one polarization and
decreases it in the other, ,producing a difference Al at that point.
The magnetic field is proportional to AI/I or if the response is ti
logarithmic, W.
f•	 y,
2.2 r Data reduction, two-dimensional signal averaging
•	 It is of utmost importance that the intensity of a point in one
polarization is subtracted from the intensity in the other polari-
zation at the very same point. This requires that the telescope
pointing be maintained and that the electron scanning beacn within
the television tube be maintained. To keep the latter in registry
the rotating disk is used as the master clock of the system sending
out three types of pulses all proportional to its rotation speed.
Each clock pulse of the,
 disk (approximately 3, 9 MHz) causes a pulse
to go to the analog-to-digital converter; each 256 clock pulses sends
a horizontal line pulse indicating a new sweep of the scanning beam
and each 256 horizontal line pulses sends a vertical line pulse to
start a new vertical scan. The clock pulse has precisely 256 x 512
pulses so that each rotation is two fields.
Frames representing different circular polarizations are added or
subtracted. The result is that the signals due to magnetic fields
add while the noise being random sometimes adds and sometimes can-
'	 eels. The end result is that the signal goes as :i where N is the
number of frames_ while the noise (or uncertainty) goes asN, thus
giving a signal-to-noise enhancement proportional to N. To our
knowledge this is the first application of digital signal averaging
of signals for two-dimension difference images.
2.3 Data presentation and further analysis
At this point the magnetic field data is digital and difficult to
interpret. For display of the results each of the 40,000 values is
converted into a 3 bit number representing eight brightnesses and
stored on three tracks of the disk devoted to display. These three
tracks are-fed to a digital-to-analog converter which is fed to the
video input of a television monitor which the- displays the resul-
tant magnetic fields. A movie camera is ready to record this display
and may be triggered by the computer under program control.
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The original.16 bit data can be stored on digital magnetic tape
For further data analysis, or short analyses can be done by the
general purpose computer while the next magnetic field is being
calculated.	 A limited number of calculations can also be done
by the high-speed special purpose computer such as measuring dis-
tributions or percentiles over particular regions of interest us-
ing a light pen if necessary.
•	 3. Description of equipment
3.1 Optical
The optical system consists of a 6" diameter, 4$" objective lens,
45 degree mirror flat, aperture stop of polished metal at the pz•d.me
focus, enlarging lens which can have a focal length of 50 to 100 min,
another 45° flat, quarter wave plate which can be flipped or KDP cry-
stal, narrow band filter and SEC camera tube.
In a typical arrangement the overall F/no of the system is 50 with
a field of view of 400 arc second, though it can be smaller or lar-
ger.
3.2 Polarizer
. At the time of the writing the KDP crystal has shattered and the
polarizing changes are produced by a mica quarter wave plate which
is flipped by a st a piling motor.
3.3 Optical filter
The optical filter is a hybrid filter with a solid Fabry-Perot mica
sy-, ced filter followed by four birefringent elements of calcite.
This is patterned after the'filter developed by Harry Ramsey.
3.4 Video camera and signal
The television camera is a Westinghouse SEC tube which has target
magnification, good sensitivity, high target capacity, and low lag.
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It has an automatic gain control Feature which automatically ad-
3usts the target high voltage which changes the multiplication
•	 which occitrs at the target to correct for the light level.
The video signal is then amplified by a low noise preamplifier
followed by an additional amplifier with adjustable gain which
we built to adjust the output to the analog-to-digital converter.
The digital-to -analog converter converts the signal to an 8 bit
value on command each 250 n.s, and inputs the result into the high
speed adder or subtractor.
3.5 High speed special purpose computer
This adder-subtractor circuit adds data from 16 tracks to 8 bit
data from the analog-to-digital converter or from a special regis-
ter. By use of this register a given constant can be added or sub-
tracted from all of the data. A counter counts the number smaller
or larger than the number in a
frame which has been stored on
of this bias register, accumuli
ness distributions can be very
numbers can be quickly reduced
frame or a selected portion
a special "mask" track. By
xtioncounter, and mask trace
quickly created, and arrays
to arrays of 3 bit numbers,
of a
the use
t, bright -
of 16 bit
The mask
tracks can be generated by the general purpose computer, the light
pen, or the picture itself if region of interest is bounded by a con-
tour.
The data in this high-speed sectiorr of the disk processes four bits
each addition cycle because of delays so a special origin counter
keeps track of the data in this part of the disk.
3.6 Display section
After the data has been converted into 3 bits, it is transferred to
three special tracks connected to an analog-tc-digital converter
which feeds into a television monitor. Actually there are two such
3 bit ADC's and two 1 bit ADC's with provision for more if required
6e
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N (for example for color). On the single display tracks alphanumeric
data can be placed or graphical data can be displayed.
3.7 Storage and analysis sections
Thirty-two tracks of the digital disk are available for storage of
data. Data can be transferred between different parts of the disk
either track by track or eight tracks at a time, and between the
disk and the general purpose computer by use of a buffer which is
2048 bits in size and can operate either at high speed for trans-
fers to and from the disk or at low speed for transfer to and from
the general purpose computer.
The general purpose computer is a Varian Data Machine 6201 computer
equipped with digital magnetic tape units for storage of magnetic
field data as well as for input of computer programs for different
programs.
4. Performance analysis and problems
4.1 Sensitivity
We shall divide the discussion of performance into those factors
which affect the performance figure of merit mentioned in the in-
troduction (which reduces to sensitivity when resolution, time, and
•	 size of the array are held constant) and other criteria such as re-
solution and versatility.
Because all data manipulation downstream of the ADC is digital, the
factors affecting the sensitivity (or figure of merit) is limited
to three: guiding and seeing variations, spectral and polarization
purity, and video signal-to-noise.
It is expected that over the next two years further improvement in
these three areas will improve the sensitivity by a factor of about
thirty-so that very weak fields can be studied. At present the li-
mit for reasonable times and moderate resolution is about 40-50 Gauss,
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the levels found at s •upergranule boundaries.
4.2 Resolution and versatility
For changes in fields in short times
	 least better guiding is
necessary. Due to delays particularly caused by the February 9,
1971 earthquake our guider is not yet operational, giving us lower
resolution and false fields at the eOge of sunspots.
By versatility we mean ease at programming and adapting to study
certain solar, problems of interest. These include measurement of
magnetic gradients and changes and nonmagnetic studies such as
Doppler velocities, fast Ha brightenings, production of 10830A He
spectroh0 lograms. For these latter other television cameras will
feed data to the digital video processor; these cameras can be fed
by filters on the spectroheliograph. Adaptation of the Aerospace
spectroheliograph was underway for use with a silicon diode array
for 108300 spectroheliograms when the earthquake struck. Ed•Frazier
of Aerospace has designed Ha and Ca ,K optical telescopes with filters
and television cameras for video display as well as time lapse photo-
graphy on film. After completion of these systems it should be rela-
tively easy to feed these images and analyze them as well. It should
be a relatively easy task to adapt the system so that it can perform
such tanks in a time sharing made with magnetic field measurement.
K 	 Results
5.1 Comparisons and calibratiou5
The videomagnetograph was put into operation (though not yet com-
plete) on October 19, 1970 (aside from some preliminary low sensi-
tivity results in July 1970) and operated, weather permitting, for
a little over three months until February 9, 1971 when the Sylmar
earthquake struck and did considerable damage. During the three
months of operation the winds prevented operation of the Aerospace
24" photographic, magnetograph during most of that period, but on
-11-
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January 14, 1971 magretogrFaphs were taken simultareously by both
magnetographs. After the earthquAke the videoniagnetograph was
put into operation again on April 22 at which time a magnetogram
of the same region was made at the Kitt Peak magnetograph. These
comparisons are shown, but because the sensitivity has since been
Improved the comparisons do not serve as a calibration.
5.2 Analysis of videomagnetogrrams
Magne•Lic movies covering a two-day period were made on May 18 and
May lc on McMath plage 313. This interesting region produced two
subflares during this period and a class 2 flare some eight hours
later. It is a bipolar magnetic region with only one large spot
but with a long tight gradient along the neutral line. Time lapse
videomagnetograms were made each 15 seconds and digital videomag-
netograms were stored digitally each 5 minutes. The time lapse
movies do not show obvious magnetic changes. Preliminary digital
studies show changes, but at this time how much can be attributed
to guiding errors and seeing is not yet known. 	 This analysis is
continuing and will be presented at the AAS meeting at An-dierst in
August 1971.
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APPS 4DIX A - NARROW BAND OP'IZ CAI, FTLTERS
A.1 'Filter Characteristics
The development of new and better optical filters is progressing
rapidly at this time, a fact which is very promising for solar re-
search. We would like to mention here some of the most important
characteristics to consider when evaluating filters, then mention
the various types of narrow band (one A or less) filters, and fi-
nally mention what three types have a special appeal at this time.
The filter characteristics which seem most important to be kept in
mind are:
spectral bandwidth
spectral purity
angular sensitivity and possible field of view
resolution
image quality through the filter
uniformi',y across the image in transmission and vravelength
tuneability
ease of use, weight
polarity of transmission
aperture size
length
cost
A. L7 Types of filters
Heat rejection filters - These filters are important in solar tele-
scope to keep out heat which could cause heating and internal seeing
effects or could cause heating and degredation of a prefilter. Ide-
ally they should be several Angstroms wide and well blocked in the
infrared and ultraviolet.
_l3_	 .
•	Prefilters These typically are	 to 201 bandpass and are meant
to block out side bands of the narrow filter. Often not enough
.attention is given to the prefilters and not uncommonly telescope
systems are down because of failures in prefilters which often
drift. A report by Alan Title is very useful here.
Bi.refri .Sent fil^terrs
Lyot-Evans "folded filter" - These are the work horse of Ho
patrol filters. They are often tuneable, with a large accep-
tance angle, yielding pictures of good image quality. They
tranE;mit only one polarization generally, typically have small
transmission, and are limited to how narrow they can be tr,,:de.
Sole "fan filter" - As yet this filter has not teen wide use
in solar astronomy. Evaluation will have to follow use and
testing.
Multi peak filter - A filter which car, operate in several lines
.simultaneously should be mentioned as a possible variation for
completeness sake. One such has been built and used at Sacra-
.	 A
meano Peak Observatory though this author is not familiar with
its present state of development or use.
FabrZ-Perot filte,-•:; - We will briefly treat thrge types of Fabry-
Perot filters: air spaced, mica spaced, and glass spaced. One
general advantage of the Fabry-Perot is that it does not necessarily
polarize the light and hence it is theoretically possible to have
. two filtered images formed simultaneously • in different polarizations
with the same seeing variations in each image. In the deficit column
they tend to be very angular,sensitive,requiring small aperture lenses
or small fields of view or both, and since light passes many times be-
tween the mirrors, the constraint on the optical quality is stringent.
Air spaced - The Giovanelli-Ramsay filter developed by CSIRO
in Australia has achieved very narrow bandpasses (up to 0.05A)
•	 -14-
iand good resolution. The triple filter is very large and
probably should be used in a laboratory environment ( e.g. fed
by a horizontal heliostat) rather than mounted on a spar. The
author would like to have more information on ease of opera-
tion before more detailed analysis. Another air spaced filter
which should be included for completeness is the PEPSIOS fil-
ter which in principle can be used for images, though in prac-
tice it may never have been so used.
Mica spaced Fabry-Perot filters - These generally are in the
range of 0 .5 to 21 bandpass, and require high quality mica for
their fabrication.
Glass spaced,
 Fabry-Perotfilters - Prototypes have been con-
...,.
structed by Russ Austin at Perkin Elmer. In principle they
can be made very narrow. They are thin and lightweight and
high transmission.
Resonance absorption filters - These can be used only for very few
lines where a suitable absorbing vapor exist.
G rroma&netic Polarizing interferometer GndPI fib  - This new type
is mentioned in JOC 48 (1958) and Applied Optics, May 1971 but is
still developmental with some practical problems which seem similar
to those experienced at NASA MSC Houston while attempting to develop
a spherical Fabry-Perot filter. The GYMPI uses rota _,jn by the Far-
raday effect by magnetic field in between Fabry-Perot plates (or
spheres).
Microwave filter - RotatA.on by microwave is being used in a filter
under development by Harris at Stanford.
Passive  Birefringent Fabry-Perot filter - It is pointed out in JOC
61, 6 (1971) that what is attempted in the above two using Farraday
rotation should be attainable using a passive birefringent crystal
and two quarter wave plates between Fabry-Perot mirrors. To our
knowledge this has not yet been reduced to practice.
-^5-
ibrid filters - The filter developed by Harry Ramsey at Lockheed
uses a mica spaced F-P filter as prefilter to three or four bire-
fringent elements. The beauty of this is that side bands are re-
duced further than is possible with either type above and the an-
gular acceptance is very high. One could possibly not go down to
0.05 A bandpass with these.
A.3 Filters of special interest
Filter technology is advancing rapidly at this time and may make
new types of solar observation possible. Of particular interest
is the actual performance possible with the glass spaced F-P fil-
ter and the passive birefringent F-P filter.
,1
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iAPPENDIX B- TELEVISIOTT TYPE IMAGE SET;SORS
-G
B.1 ` Types of video sensors
Television type image sensors include the following types:
vidicon
Image orthicon
plumbicon (Phillips Lab)
silicon diode array (RCA, Texas Instruments, Amperex, Hughes)
secondary electron conduction, SEC, (Westinghouse)
silicon electron bombardment induced conductivity
(Phillips calls their tube the EBIC for electron bombard-
ment induced conductivity)
(RCA call theirs SIT for silicon impact tube)
(Westinghouse calls theirs EBS for electron bombardtent
silicon)
image isocon (RCA)
return beam vidicon
solid state mosaic sensors
B.2 Signal-to-noise analysis of plumbicon and silicon diode array
PY•om the viewpoint of measuring magnetic fields or on any other
subtractive measurement such as Doppler shifts or temporal changes,
the most important characteristic of the TV tube is its signal-to-
noise ratio. It is instructive to look at those tubes listed above
which have the highest SIN ratios and see what factors determine
this value and what are the limits that are possible to attain.
Let us first consider the plumbicon tube with a PbO target and a
silicon diode array tube. These tubes are similar in that they
have photoconductive targets with high quantum efficiency of order
0.5 whose target is read with a scanning electron beam. The video
signal is amplified by a low noise preamplifier.
t6
There are tvCo mayor sources of noise: shot noise and preamplifier
noise. At high light levels it is the preamp noise which is domi-
nant. The state-of-the-art in low noise preamps is about 2 nA
noise at 5 MHz. The maximum signal is given by the storage capa-
city of the target which is typically 500 nA for the plumbicon and
800 nA for the silicon tube. This would set a limiting SIN ratio
of several hundred in principle. This sounds extremely good, but
falls rapidly with intensity. At a light level'ten times lower
the SIN would be down to several tens, and if the light level were
•	 raised then saturation would occur. This means that these tubes
• have a very narrow range of high signal-to-noise ratio. In the re-
gion where the SIN due to the preamp is high, the shot noise is very
low in comparison.
B.3 Signal-to-noise ratio for the SEC and Silicon bombardment tube
The SEC and SIT (to use RCA's name) tubes differ from the plumbicon
and si-licon diode •array in that they have a photoemissive photoca-
thode (usually S-20 response) whose electrons when released are ac-
celerated through a high voltage and focused on a target: where one
high energy electron produces many electron-hol y: pairs. The target
of the SEC tube allows an almost noise free electron multiplication
at the target of 50 to 100 dependent upon the value of the high vol-
tage in the accelerating section. The SIT target electron multipli-
cation goes from about 20 to 2000 as the high voltage goes from 4KV
to 12KV. In the previous case of the plumbicon and silicon tubes
over the entire range where the signal-to-noise ratio was large
(over 10 say) the SIN ratio was determined by the noise in the pre-
amplifier. The almost noise free target amplification of the SEC
and SIT tubes greatly extends the range of light levels where the
SIN ratio is large.
With the SEC and SIT tubes the target capacities are different. The
SEC has a maximum signal current of about 100 nA while the SIT maxi-
mum signal current is about 600 nA. For a preamp with 2 nA noise
current at 5 MHz this deans the maximum SIN ratio because of preamp
-18-
•noise would.be
 of 50 and 300 respectively. The other source of
noise which must be'added in quadrature is shot noise at the pho-
tocathode. At 5 M11z this shot noise is approximately SIN - 30 V S
where the photocathode signal current S is expressed in nA. The
result is that these tubes are much more sensitive and have large
signal-to-noise ratios over large ranges of light level. The new
KT tube is superior to the SEC both at lower and higher light le-
vels because of its greater target multiplication and its greater
target capacity.
-19-
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APP'EN'DIX C - DATA HANDLI?SG TECHNIQUES
One of the authors of this report (N. K. Baker) has contributed
to a larger Aerospace report dealitig in depth with questions of
data handling of images entitled "Supplementary Information for
a Technical Proposal: Density Manipulation Subsystem." A copy
of this rep--t is being; sent to Donald Robbins, MSC, Houston.
s•
APPETIDZX D - VIbEOMACTIETOGRAP}I 114PlfiaV IL- ITS
D.1 -Possible improvements due to better optical filters
The sensitivity of a magnetograph goes approximately as the pro-
duct of gX2
 and the slope of the wing of the line being used. The
line being used Fe I 5324 has certain advantages, namely resistance
to magnetic saturation and resistance to changes due to Doppler
shifts (including solar rotation), but for greatest sensitivity a
narrower line with larger g factor would be better but a narrower
line cannot be used until a filter is available which is narrower
still. Existing and prospective narrow band filters are summarized
in Appendix A, and when a suitable filter becomes available an in-
crease in sensitivity due to the spectral line could be as much as
a factor of 10.
D.2 Possible improvements due to guiding and seeing
Temporal changes in the image during the measurement of a magneto-
graph are very important, and affect the sensitivity and resolution.
Four improvements could make a great deal of difference. First is
a better guider for our spar (we are now trying out our prototype
guider while operating on clock drive). Second is a fast acting
guider which moves the image only by tilting one of the folding mir-
rors. Motion of the mirror (or a tilt plate) could be done with
piezo-electric crystals holding the-mirror cell or hot wires work-
ing against springs as has been done by Stenflo. The sensor for
the motion of the image plane might best be an image dissector tube
continually monitoring the position of a sunspot or other solar fea-
ture. Thirdly would be the use of KDP crystal for rapid switching
of polarization. At present our KDP is shattered and the replace-
ment has not arrived. In the meanwhile we are flipping a quarter
wave plate mechanically about once per 2 or 3 seconds. Fourth
would be a :urger aperture objective for periods of best seeing with
and optical system without the folding mirrors which collect dust
-21-
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and are a source of unwanted light. Two of these improvements are
underway and two are further downstream. In general these improve-
ments take more time tha ►, mA)ncy and are ideal tasks to undertake
during the winter months. : Fortunately these improvements would not
cause substantial interference with an observing program. The im-
provements gained would probably be a factor of 10 or more.
D.3 Possible improvements due to television SIN ratio
Televioion camera tubes and their signal -to-noise ratio are summa-
rized in Appendix B. Improvement here of a factor of 3 should be
possible with our present SEC camera tube and by use of the SIT
tube a much greater improvement is expected. Since filter techno-
logy and video technology are both advancing rapidly at this time,
it is encouraging that the digital video processor can relatively
easily take.full advantage of these improvements.
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Introduction
Origin of the technique - The technique of digitizing and computing with tele-
vision images in real time grew out of a specific task; namely, the measurement
of solar magnetic fields, and perhaps it is best to illustrate the technique
by describing this particular measurement. p
w
To measure solar magnetic fields by use of Zeeman splitting and pciariation of
a Fraunhoffer line require. ,  the spectral isolation of light from just one
wing of a magnetically sensitive line, detection and subtraction of the light
intensities in right and left handed circular polarizations, and a scanning
process which repeat; this process for each point on the sun under in-estigation.
e
Figure of Merit for an Idealized Magnetorraph - A high performance solar magneto-
graph would look at a large section of the sun with high spatial resolution,
J	 high sensitivity, and high temporal resolution. 	 I
If we let AB = the magnetic uncertainty 	 r
a = the area of resolution cell
T = the bime for a scan
••
	
	
n = the number of resolution elements per scan, 	 j {
then for an Idealized point scanning photon-limited solar magnetograph, .1-he
ratio n/(dB) T u remains invariant with the magnetic uncertainty, AB ) changing
as the other three parameters are adjusted. The ratio depends or.y on the
rate of photon detection per cell area and is proportional to the product
A e K where A is the area of the obective lens, a is the overall efficiency
and N is the number of data channels. Using the ratio as a figure of merit 	 i
we have:
1
Figure of merit — n2 --- a A E N
(An) T a
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	 Astronomical Use of TV-Type Image Sensors
which shows that for this idealized consideration the figure of merit is
Increased by enlarging the lens, raising the efficiency, or increasing the
number of channels. This approach is an attempt to increase the effective
number of channels.
The Scanning Mode - Consider three modes of scanning and their effective
number of data channels for similar resolution and area of interest of
40 0 000 points. The most usual method is a point-by-point scan with an
effective N = 1.
A method developed by R. B. Leighton involves simultaneous spectroheliogram
pairs whose difference yields a picture of the magnetic fields. This slit
scanning for this example has an effective N a 200 although in practice it may
have N of about 1000.
The third method of scanning detects photons from all parts of the image
simultaneously. This has an effective N = 40,000 but requires spectral is-
olation by use of a very narrow integrating detector such as film or a
television type camera.
DAector and Data Processing Requirements - Use of film is impractical if one
wishes to maximize the rate of photon detection because of the large quantities
of film required and the difficulties with photographic subtraction, but with
television other problems are encountered.
To maximize the photon detection rate, the television tube is scanned at a
fitnt rc►tc (ntandnrd TV rnte) sinco the targct of ski camera tune can hold only
a given nunA)cr of photoelectrono before being read off.
The usual method of data processing is to digitize and store on magnetic tape
for later analysis but here a problem arises. The video data rate is 4 million
bytes per second compared with about 30,000 bytes per second for a typical
utgnetic tape recorder. Thus for a straightforward approach 133 tapes recorders
would be required and since a reel of tape holds about 107
 bytes, reels would
be filled at the rate of one each 21 seconds or 14,400 tape reels in 10 hours.
Real Time Computation- This severe case of data poisoning could be solved by
computing in real time since a great many frames are added and subtracted
to give a resultant magnetic picture, but for a general purpose computer
the memory size and speed would be prohibitive.
To solve the problem a very high speed arithmetic unit was combined with a
digital magnetic disk used with parallel, sequential access instead of random
access. The disk has T2 tracks and 131,000 bits per track, and rotates at
30 Hz,
Discri_ption of the §Z stem
Organization - Fox convenience, the digital system shown in Fig. 1 is divided into
three working areas:
1
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1. A data gathering section where the raw data are collected as a 16-bit
digitized array.
2. A display section where the data are reduced to 4 bits (8-16 gray levels).
3. A data storage section where two 16 bit frames, or four 8 bit frames, or
16 bit-bit frames can be stored temporarily.
J J,^
M
LE;
•	 ^ s
z	 ^.
.O
Figure 1. -Digital video processor. On the left is the ADC, high speed adder, and
digital magnetic disk. On the right is the magnetic tape recorder, output displays,
and general purpose computer. Now shown in the light pen.
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Data GatherinZ - The data gathering area was designed to accept an analogue
signal from a TV camera which was synchronized with the disk's rotation speed.
This signal is digitized into 8 bits (256 levels) by a 4 megacycle convertor
which i3 synchronized with the data flow of the disk. The output of the
analogue to digital converter can be added to or subtracted from a previously
stored array in the data gathering area of the disk and then stored, thereby
erasing the previous image array. This operation is controlled by the disk
interface controller which requires one instruction per frame whether to
add or subtract the incoming image. It is operated on an interrupt basis by
a small general purpose computer attached to the system.
After the completion of the data gathering mode, the system can be interrogated
for information on the entire frame. At present, we can get the number of
elements greater than a certain value, value of the nth largest element
and mth smallest element, or the average value. The position of the element
cannot be found in this interrogation rade.
For instance, the time to obtain the nth largest element in the array of 100,000
Points is 0.5 second. This information is mainly used to set the levels for
the display and to make distribution plots.
Display and Light Pen - In the display section, we have a variety of choices,
ranging from arbitrary selection of 8 to 16 gray levels to automatic selection
by the computer. The display can be in either a positive or negative mode,
logarithmic or linear scaling. These display data are transferred to the display
section of the disk and displayed to the operator. The k bit (16 gray levels)
data is connected to a digital to analogue convertor and fed to two TV monitors
which arc synchronized to the disk. The operator can use a light pen on the
monitor to select points or areas on which hevants more information, such as
the numerical value of a specific point or position of the point. For areas,
the operator can define rectangles or circles of various sizes in which he
wants average values, maximum value. or minimum value.
The display section can also be used for graphic and alphanumeric display of
the data, ranging from intensity plots on arbitrary cross sections of the
picture to distribution plots of the entire frame.
Storage - The data storage area is used as an intermediate storage to free the
data gathering area. From this area, the data can be transferred to permanent
storage on tape. It can also be used to hold image correction data which the
computer could use to correct the raw data for imperfections or shading in the
TV cnmnrn.
Present Status - At the present writing the system is completed but with two
remaining problems which are now being solved. One is recurrent failures of
'	 one of the digital components which has now been replaced and the other is
switching the polarization of the image without hurting the image quality or
registration. (NOT= - Successful operation be stir. ,n July 1T, 1970.)
Tests on msj3 ti -imagc enhancement. (es :cn-1Aa1 1 y 2 dimensional. signal averaging)
have sht::n that the noise is indeed Gminrinn in nature and hence sensitivity
sloes increase as 7 n where n is the number of frames involved.
A
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Possible Other Applications
General Considerations - Applications of real time computing on video images
might include studies of 2 dimensional scenes especially where the measurement
is of differences with certain variables such as wavelength (Doppler, color
indices), polarization (synchroton, Zeeman), time (pulsationso sudden
eruptions). Other applications capitalize on one or more of the special
features, e.g., the ultrahigh speed processing, the two dimensional signal
averaging, the real time comrmtWians by the general purposc computer, the
immottLatr dlapl«y with man-Interfnce inteructlon, and tha dut y comprcaaion.
We may symbolically characterize a scene to be studied as
Z a I(x,y,A,p,t) + j (x,y, ,pot)
where I = intensity of the object
x,y = spatial variables
A = wavelength
p = polarization
t s time
j = perturbations from the detector, atmosphere, etc.
The two dimensions on the tube face are usually x and y but could be X or
some other variable. Most measurements would involve enhancement of differences 	
6due to variations in one or more variables while the effects of perturbations
are minimized.
t
An Example - A simple illustration might be the search for an optical pulsar
when its frequency is known but not its exact position. If a telescope
equipped with image intensifier and television camera tube had its video
taped output played back into this system 4.nd alternately__add and sub-
tract frames separated by half the pulsar's period, then when the phase was	 R
right only light coming from the pulsar should fail to cancel.
Another example might be two dimensional photon counting though this.would
rpnuirp additional nrenrocessina. The dimensions could be stiatial or
us
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ABSTRACT
Real time solar magnetographs were obtained over a one
month period using the Aerospace-NASA videomagnetograph which
employs a hybrid 0. 1 A filter at 5324 A and a SEC television tube.
The image was digitized into an array of 40, 000 elements and time
averaged at 30 frames per second. Time sequences of video magne-
ms encompassing a region of 300 x 300 arc secs were recorded
• on digital tape at intervals of two minutes. The sensitivity obtainable
• with this time resolution was about 40 gauss /element where the ele-
• inent size was 2 arc seconds. A film was made from selected por-
tions of the data tapes. Distributions of field strengths of selected
regions were also obtained.
High resolution solar magnetograms from the Aerospace 24"
telescope and spectroheliograph were made simultaneously for com-
parison.
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1. Introduction
During the past few years, We have constructed a real time
magnetograph employing a video system and a digital picture proces-
sor. This combination produced a system which not only obtains
magnetic fields, but also aids the observer in analyzing magnetic
field regions.
Magnetic fields have been obtained through either filter or
spectrographic techniques. The filter has the advantage that the
entire image is taken at one time, but has the disadvantage of limited
spectral range and reduced spectral purity. As a sensor for the fil-
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ter system, film or vidicons could be used. Real time results could
not be achieved by using film as the sensor and photographic sub -rac-
tion techniques to obtain the field regions. In addition, the film has
to be eventually digitized to obtain quantitative data out of it. The
vidicon, on the other hand, does not have the resolution of film in
-=-either -spatial - or`gray level coordinates.-- -It--does Lnot.have film's
signal-to-noise ratio, but the original signal is available for di giti-
zing.
	 .
L
Real time data acquisition-was important-to-us. Therefore,
we designed a system using a SEC vidicon. To improve the signal-to-
noise ratio of the system, we decided to use signal averaging on each
point in the frame over a number of television frames. But in order
to maximize the photodetection capabilities of the television tube, the
tube had to be scanned at normal TV rates. We were led to design a
picture processing unit which would be capable of digitizing any tole-
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vision signal into 256 levels at ,:t rate-of four million words per second.
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The unit had to perform certain specified operations such as addition
or subtraction of entire TV frame= in order to do our signal averag-
ing. Thus,_u sing this combination system of a picture processing
uni*., a SEC. vidicon tube, and a hybrid filter, we were able to obtain
magnetic field pictures in lass than one minute and display theta in
various modes to an operator.
II. The Optical System
The optical system of the videomagnetograph is illustrated
in the first figure. The f/50 telescope is mounted on a spar which
will eventually contain two other vidicon telescopes directly connect-
ed with the picture processing unit. The computer can select the
polarity of the light entering the filter by setting a quarter wave plate
and-polaroid'to the proper orientation. The necessary spectral isola-
tion is achieved by a hybrid filter with ' a bandpass of 0. 11 A, similar
to the filter devc!oped by H. Ramsey of Lockheed,-The filter-is.-tuned
t
by-a-tempex,ature-contrar't the"blue-`wing - of the--5324 •
 A line of Fe I.
'	 This line was chosen for its equivalent width and the moderate g fac-
tor.
A real image, 300 arc secs on'a side, is formed on the face of
the SEC vidicon. The vidicon has an effective array of 232 x 232 pic-
ture elements which is scanned at 60 hertz. The spatial resolution is
therefore about 1.5 arc seconds/ element.
III. Picture Processing Unit
The picture processing unit does signal averaging, differencing,
data analysis, display, and storage of data. It consists of a general
purpose computer (a Varian 620/i) and a large digital disk capable of
y'
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storing two 16 bit pictures and five 8 bit pictures at one time. An 8
bit analogue to digital convertor digitizes the incoming video signal
at four megacycles.' The data is then signal averaged with the pic-
ture data on the disk. Every sixtieth of a second, 50, 000 elements
/v a
are averaged and stored for the next cycle. In 2 r-6 additions, we can
Improve the signal to noise (due to' random fluctuations) by a factor
^z
of 16.
To produce a magnetic field picture, it is desirable that two
simultaneous pictures taking in right and left circular light be sub-
tracted. We cannot make true simultaneous pictures of both chan-
nels, but we do alternate behveen polarities every second as we build
up a signal averaged picture. The magnetugram in figure 3 had an
integration o: 1, 000 pairs or approximately one minute of integra-
tion time. The maximum integration time is limited by numerical
overflow at about ten minutes.
f
After the signal averaging stage is complete, the system dis-
plays to the operator a 16 gray level representation of the magnetic.
•	 field as is shown in figure 3. Normally, we set the zero field value
at an average gray level and use black for the strongest negative
Gelds and white for the strongest positive fields. The individual
gray levels can be set to any arbitrary values or to any calculated
values, such as to definite percentiles of the picture, logarithmic
scales, or linear scales. In the figure, a linear discrimination was
used between a maximum and minimum value set by the operator. The
magnetic field pictures could also be displayed in the form of contours.
j :taut having a general purpose computer on line, we can also do
slime real time numerical analysis of the image.. Numerical distri-
I
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butions for the entire frame or selected regions are displayed to the
operator on the display console in the form of graphs. The computer
can display graphs of the intensity along any straight: line. Other pos-
sible routines include cross-correlation, calculation of centroids of
positive and negative field regions, maximum and minin•turn values
in specified areas of the frame, or a standard deviation from zero
field. Many calculations can be done while a new magnatogram is
being acquired because of the large storage capacity of the disk and
the irterrupt system used in the control of the unit.
We have aimed to build in the system features which are not
available on the film. We can display absolute fields and change the
contrast levels to bring out variations in the fields. We can enlarge
a picture to any scale about a region selected by the operator for fur-
ther analysis. The enlargement capability helps the operator obtain
specific gray level information in a complex area. A gray code is
displayed to help the operator identify levels. In the future, we are
planr-.'ng a color display system where each color would represent a
certain gray level. We can also display either a negative or positive
picture.
We do have a problem storing the' 1,06 bits per picture. At
present the computer controls a 16 mm camera which has its own
display. A polaroid camera is also used to obtain pictures for imme-
analyzed by the system at a later time or taken to a larger computer.
The picture processor is not limited to obtaining magnetic
diate posting.	 If the digitized array is to be saved for a length of time,
it is stored on either 9 or 7 track digital tape. 	 These tapes can be
1fields. Radio rhaps (3 mm), satellite photographs, and solar UV data
have been displayed on the system. Any digitized . Aure array is a
candidate for display.
IV. Exa rripl e s
Figure 3 is an example of the type of magnetic field information
that we have obtained. It is unfortunate that we have not been able to
calibrate the system as we are still trying to improve its performance.
The seeing was only fair when this photograph was taken. The field
strengths shown probably range from 100 gauss to 3, 000 gauss. Note
the numbers on the frame do not correspond to gauss, but are the
range of the actual digitized numbers.
Figure 4 is the same region as figure 3 taken a few days ear-
•'' lier. Unfortunately this was taken as a negative display. The inte-
gration period was longer for this frame. We can trade off time for
sensitivity. If we integrated four times longer, we should increase
our sensitivity V, a factor of 2. But in actual practice this does not
happen because the seeing averages some of the data out.
As our last example, we have a time lapse movie which was re-
registered from the original. The computer was given a simple pro-
.
gram to just obtain a field picture, display, and activate the film cam-
era. The seeing changes required a reregistration of the film.
We wc►uld like to express our appreciation to NASA for th P it
support, especially to Don Robbins of the MSFC for his continual col-	 r
laboratirj! , E. B. Mayfield, G. A. Paulikas, and R. A. Becker of
The Aerospace Corporation have given us a great deal of support. We
would not have beCn successful without the technical help of Greg
Kozlowski of Aerospace and Dave. Rutland of Spatial Data Corporation.
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DIGITAL VIUEO`•1,1C\ETOGI:,1.MS IN REAL TIME
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THOMAS 1. JA\SSEN'S and NEAT. K. BAKER
The Acro :iwe Corporation, Son Fcrnar,,') Observalo-y. [.n.r ; r;cl^^, Calr;orria, U.S.I.
Ab%ir4tt. The Acro%,nice - \'AS•\ "Videom ,.neto^,rap`1 h:-^sn o;-:ration one Wrath ai-o. t\%k) Scars
after componcn:s Ncrc oidercd and con'itfGCtlolt f • :t,.lrl. The &:i-,;n ^,rc%% out of a to 0:x:.11;1
nia^:nctic fields in real time u•1:1,: an (,p:i;al fil;,'r. The ami sp as to s:;;Jy an, aa.l;%se ra _ ctiC co n-
fl ,^Ufatloh. 1ral Chan, c5, (tll;: nti;ati\cly if pw,tiif lC. K'll.l 111,;11	 a nd IC::v l; ,lf :ei:,!u:lJn and as
much vensltiviiy as pJislJie. Thls :r,sarur,,ciit Is restricte.i :o t. e ll n^•Uf•,:^:'•t CJi.1^ JGer.: Vf t:.J n1.1 ^-
tic ficfd and is pflnl;lrlly iwcr)(:M for h0l fCS0'iU',1011 stu"Ics of seie:acJ re,aoa, of thz sun. The
rationale behind our ap proich is sh.oHn in the next section and the dcsi^n details in the lo;io^ling.
1. Analysis of Art 	 Maonctooraph
In most solar matpneto, raphs the rneasurcn:cnt of the line-of-si-ht
 comp oncnt
requircn. the same processes, ilamely: light collection, sp ectral 'isolation, po.arization
selection, detection, subtraction, scannin	 and data pre.entation.
The performance characteristic, include the sensitivity, .I R the area of a resolution
element, a, the time resolution, T, and the number of resoiution elements per scan, n.
If %\e assume a F,i\en lml^netic line and noise determined solely by the pho-zon limit
then we find that tl:c product it	 T-' a - I is invariant su:h that if n. Tand' acre
chan c,ed, SIB varie. to hold the pro;:uc t
 constant. In theory this	 •y desired
trade of ba cen spatial rz-solutmr,, temporal resolution, and field of \few but in
practice such versaItI.Ity Is raither limited in : CtU; ;1
 mia`ni-to,rap ns. Thus thl, prJ,:l::t
call PC; Imps bC tlSed thCll as a '&Illd Of per lorma r ce 1;-t:rc of n):rit. It 1s proportional
to the rate of photon detection and depends on the product c.-f (or r:.l.\' f•'•r :: multi-
ch;,n11e1 (Ic1ee101) 11cic c i, 111c clsetall clli:1cncy (lf the ti}'^tccll, ,f i` th, arl.i or;hc
(lbj::ti\c Ices, and N is the cli'eetive number of d.ita :hanncls. The rc.ult% are not
surprising, : that someone \% 101 :ln ideal detector would want a lar;,e aperture tc.escopo,
a hTh elliciency, and a multichannel detLclor.
Our approach has been to concentrate on increasing tic eft,cui e number of, arallci
data channels, \chile usin, a rather sinall aperture. The number of data chanoch :;nd
mode of sca nnino are interrelated. Three types of scannin' nnl-1 t b:, ca..ed a point-by-
point scan, a slit scan, and a simult:uleous exposure. In the point-by-point scan h;^ht
fro ' ll one clement passe; throu-h a spcctrograp h and is an alyscd \%ith the pro:Cdtlrc
repeated for each element in turn. This gives an effective N= 1. In a slit scanning sys-
tem such as the p :loto-raphic subtraction technique developcd by Leighton, photons
along the exit slit of a spcctrohelio-raph -re simultaneously detected. This typically
gives an cffectl\c /,. of 200 IJ 1000. i plc third ri'iCthJlj o, s1G^l;italli,JllS c\70St:rc: rec,,Uires
the detcction of photons from the entire image at once. This could have atal effmive
N:= -10000 fora 200 x 210 alrr.ly.
Simultaneous exp osure requires use of a filter for spectral isolation rather than a
spectrograph. This generally restricts one's vcraatility in the narrowness of the spec-
42
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trum selected and the number of lines available for use, though filter technology has
been steadily improving.
The two possible sensors for simultaneous exposure are film and video. With film
one is restricted to a low duty cycle or a large expenditure of fit:n. For example to take
0.2 S exposures each 10 S would decrease the effective N by a factor of 50 while to
take exposures much more frequently would consume an enormous amount of film.
In addition, photographic subtraction can be time consuming, difficult, and suitable;
from only sin-lc or double cancellation. Certainly photographic subtraction woulJ
not yield real time results.
A television camera is not without dillicu:tics either. They usually cannot match
film in resolution and sinnal-to-noise ratio at p.cscnt. Also, the target of a video camera
can hold only a given number of photoelectrons before being read off, so if one is to
maximize the rate of photon detection the camera must be scanned at a fast rate, not
operated in a slow scan mode. In a fast scan mode, the rates and capacity necessary
to store and subtract video images in real time are quite a problem.
We decided to store, subtract, and avers,^c (enhance) the video images digitally
rather than by analog means but found that the usual method of digitizin g and storing
the data for later analysis does not work because the video data is 4 million words per
second, about 100 times faster than the usual magnetic tape recorder. A thousand reels
of magnetic tape would be filled in only one; hour at video rates.
Computing with the data is much faster than storing it but for our task the required
speed and storage capacity would require a very large and expensive general purpose
computer which was not available.: o solve the problem we designed our own special
purpose eomputcr which would operate at these high video rates. The hurt of the
video computer is a high speed adder with a memory unit consisting of a di;ital
magnetic disc which is used wi:i sequential addressing instead of random acccssin€.
The elisc has 72 tracks, 13.1000 mils 1%:r track and rotatc % at 30 1 N. The advantage'. of
a disc memory over vorc memory are, a mueh lower co,t, a l;rcatcr c3paeity, and hither
access times. to addition, we can simultaneously use different parts of the disc for
different tasks.
2. Description of the Videomamnctomraph
The system shown in block diagram form in Figurc 1 has four organization parts:
(i) optical and video, (ii) data gathering and preprocessing section, (iii) display section,
and (iv) analytic section.
The optical section consists of a telescope with a 15 em diameter Ions which forms
a real image which is further enlarged onto the face of an SEC Vidicon. Spectral
isolation of one wing of the 5324A line of Fe t is achieved by a hybrid filter with a
bandpass of 0.11 A similar to the filter developed by H. Ramsey of Lockheed. An
cicetro optic crystal or a quarter wave plate is switched to alternately admit right and
left handed circularly polarized light. One TV line is 1.5 are sec and the field of view
is 300 arc scc on a side.
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The data gatherin-  and preprocessing section includes the' analog-to-digital con-
vertcr, high speed adder, and 32 tracks of the disc divided into bands 1 and 2.
The incoming video signal is digitized into S bits (256 levels) by a 4 megacycle
converter which is synchronized with the data flow of the disk. The output of the
analog-to-digital converter can be added to or subtracted from a previously stored
array in the data gathering area of the disk and then stored, thereby erasing the
previous image array. This operation is controlled by the disk interface controller
KOP
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Fig. 1. Block diarrun or Uic Acraspacc - NASA Vidcomapicti.e.riph.
which requires one instruction per frame whether to add or subtract the incoming
^imp o4. I t is operated on an interrupt basis by a small general purpose computer
attached to the system.
After the completion of the data gathering mode, the system can be interrogated for
information on the entire frame. At present, we can get the number of elements
greater than a certain value, value of the nth largest clement, and nnth smallest clement,
or the average value. The position of the element can not be found in this interrogation
mode.	 -
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Fig. 2. Digital Proccssor for the Vidcomagnetogriph.
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•For inst; ace, the time to obt.on the i.th I :rE..c'.t c!cnient in the may of 10001,0
points is 0.5 %cc. 'I his iAforni::tion is mainly used to sct the lr.cls for the disp!ay and
to make &;trihution plots.
In the display section after a numh_r of m, ► ,-L ,nctic frames have been a\cra^cJ to
enhance SCn11;'\'1I)' and adu,l %e data compression, the results are di);) !aycd oil .% TV
monitor for visual Inspection and recordin- photo0rap!,ically. The mac—,etic ;Id c:,n
be displ.i) • cd with each
	
made to correspond to -n) , Jcsired ma netic strcn th
in a mim!^cr of \\aj 1, r.,n^ from arbitrary sc!cction of b to 16 `ray Ic\Cis to atit0-
matic scicctiO.t by the coin, utcr. I'nc d,splay can b,: either in a pool-.1ve or nc"ativc
mode, logarithmic or linear scaling. •T!iis di.p!ay data i. transferred to Iliz disp!. ► )
section of tic dill: and displayed to the op orator. 1'1,,: 4 bit (16 bray	 data is
..	 II
tt
1	 I	 ^,
1	 ^
I	 ► 	 't
1
FIRST VIGEO;.; GtiETCGRAM,
	 CONTI„UJ`11
BY AEROSP;%CE-N AS.'1
	 SPECTROHEL.10CRA'Mi
20 a;c sec
W.^ • .• ^.r 1 ter.. .•._.^-...JLr^
	 ^
__ •	
_ 
_ _
MAGNETIC FIELDS BY	 Ha FILTERGRAM
PHOTOGRAPHIC' SUBTRACTION
Fig. 3. First real time display of maZnctic fiefs on July 17, 1970 at the Aerospace San Fernando
Observatory. 40 sec were required for 11 W subtractions. Othcr pictures are for comparison and
confirmtt ion.
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teonnectc(l to a dirital- lo-nnaloo convertor and fed to t%%o I V monitor, which are
t;ynchrom., od to the disk. The operator can use a lifht hcn on tlic monitor to sel:ct
points or areas on which he w,;nts more Informati _m, such :;ti tl;c n;;mcrical value of a
t,hceiIic Ilk) II11 0.' ho'.iti,1n Or lie point. For :tic. v,, the op,:rator cmi dc'.inr rcct:tn•'Ic, or
circles of vanotis %i/c% in which lie w,;ntti avcr.<<;c s.tlur,, 111.0-1111e111 v;^luc, or ntin1111U t
value:.
Fig. 4. VidcomagoetoZrams sho%^ir,g the dc,cloamcnt of an acti.c rcZion during three days from
.October 19 to 22, 1970. The numbers next to the density bars arc no: eal.b,-ated in Gauss.
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The display section can also be used for graphic and alphanumeric display of the
data, ranging from intensity plots on arbitrary cross sections of the picture, to dis-
tribution plots of the entire frame.
The analytic section consists of a Varian 620i computer and fortycibht tracks on
the disc.
This data storage area is used as an intermediate storage to free the data gathering
area. From this area, the data can be transfcrrcd to permanent storage on tape. It can
also be used to hold image correction data which the computer could use to correct
the raw data for imperfections or shading in the TV camera. Th o
 Varian computer
controls the system and is available for further analysis of the data eiwt ;' in real time
or later. The digital equipment is shown in Figure 2.
3. Results and Present Status
The initial results from the Vidcomagnctograph are shown in Figure 3. The video.
magnr;logram showii is a polaroid picture or the display monitor. Several days later
the magnetie fields from photographic subtraction were available for confirmation of
the fields and their polarities.
The initial result is very noisy. Later and somewhat less noisy magneto rams made
later do not have matchin g photographic magnetograms for comparison. Improve-
ments in the video preamplifier is cxpactcd to greatly imp;ove'thc sensitivity but this
and other improvements are not yet complete. The present clTort is mostly directed
toward greater reliability, h-gher sensitivity and calibration.
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Discussion
Deubner. What was the exposure time for the photographic magnetogram, as compared with that for
the vidco-magnctoZrara faking 40 sec?
Janrsens. The scan time for the photographic magnetic exposuro was two minutes.
.	
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